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• Have you ever texted while driving?  Yes/No 
 
• Have you ever seen a friend text and drive? 

Yes/No 
 

Poll Questions 



 
Why Focus on Distraction? 
 
November 19, 2012 
 
 Nicholas Worrell, Safety Advocate 



Eliminate Distraction in Transportation 



Largo, MD February 1, 2002  



Alexandria, Virginia-November 14, 2004 
 



Munfordville, KY March 26, 2010 



Scene Photos Gray Summit, MO Multi-Vehicle Collision  
 

Image courtesy of Boles Fire Protection District 



Recommendation to the States to Ban the 
Nonemergency Use of PEDs for All Drivers 
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• Employ targeted communication 
campaigns to inform motorists of the 
new laws  

• Use NHTSA’s model of high-visibility 
enforcement to support these bans 



Distraction in Other Modes 

• Rail 
• Clarendon, Texas 
• Chatsworth, California 

• Aviation 
• NWA 188 

• Marine 
• Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 



Chatsworth, CA - 
September 2008 

Clarendon, TX - May 
2002 



Minneapolis, MN - 
October 2009 

Philadelphia, PA - July 
2010 



Attentive Driving: Countermeasures to 
Distraction 

13 

Washington, DC 
March 27, 2012 



What Have We Learned 

• Distraction risks are 
universal 

 
• Portable electronic devices 

pose cognitive, manual, and 
visual distractions 
 



Eliminate Distraction in Transportation 



Deadliest for Teens 



    Lafayette, NY 2002 
Passengers and GDL 
 

•16-year-old 
driver 
•Two other 16-
year-old 
passengers 
•Passengers not 
wearing seat 
belts. 



Recommendations 
 

• Restrict the number of 
passengers 
 

• Provide 3-stage Graduated 
Licensing System 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 



Next Steps 
 

• Regulate 
 

• Educate 
 

• Enforce 
 



 
“No call, no text, no update  

is worth a human life.” 

20 



Wil Craig 
Driving Safety Advocate 



Emily Reynolds 
Teen CYFERnet Board Webinar 











•Secretary LaHood 
•Allstate 
•AT&T 
•Various Speaking Events 
 



 Legislation 
 Awareness 
 Technology 
 Call For Change 

 Saved Lives 
 



Texting While Driving 
“It Can Wait” 
November 19, 2012 
 

Andrea Brands, Director of Consumer Safety and Education, AT&T 
 



The Problem 

100,000 accidents involved 
texting while driving in 2011 

 -National Safety Council 
 
 

“ National Epidemic” 
- U.S. Secretary of Transportation  

Ray LaHood 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The National Safety Council calculates that people are killed or injured more than 100,000 times each year in automobile crashes and while a driver was texting and driving.  That’s a death or injury once every five minutes, on average.  



Texting and Driving...It Can Wait 
Where we Began…Creating a Movement 

 

Educate and empower teens | Provide tools to change behavior  
 Make texting and driving unacceptable 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We began with a simple message back in 2009 when we first launched this campaign – texting and driving, it can wait. Consumer safety is one of our top priorities as a company.By sharing real stories of those who have been personally affected by texting and driving, as well as educational tools and resources to prevent the behavior, we’re working to underscore safe and proper usage of our productsWe knew teens were the audience we had to reach, we started small with a grassroots approach working directly with teens.We also developed the “The Last Text” documentary in 2010 featuring stories of people like Wil Craig who you will be hearing from shortly.Our goal was to invoke social change – to make our roads safer by educating and empowering them, by providing tools to change their behaviors on the road. At AT&T we set out to make texting while driving as socially unacceptable as drinking while driving.



It Can Wait – No Text on Board  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In 2012, we re-launched the campaign – focused around a national no text on board pledge day. But we wanted to make this impactful, we needed to start with something teens would find identifiable -  the no text on board hand logo. This was developed through testing with teens. We just didn’t guess. We launched a new, teen-friendly website (itcanwait.com) as the campaign hub and engaged popular teen celebs like Ryan Beatty to help disseminate the message. We want to do things were teens feel empowered. We want to be sure teens are taking this and embracing, making it their own and starting a movement – use our tools, and spread the message. Teens can take the pledge, upload videos on the website, tell their story about why they won’t text and drive, and more.   

http://www.itcanwait.com/


Texting While Driving Car Simulators 
 • AT&T is bringing state-of-the-art virtual reality simulators to 

communities across the country to demonstrate the dangers 
of texting while driving  

• The simulator is a computerized system used within a real 
car 

• Realistic experience gives drivers a way to learn, in a safe 
way, just how dangerous texting and driving can be 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Also as part of our relaunch efforts, AT&T’s simulator car has traveled the country this year to remind people that no text is worth a life. The simulator car allows people to experience the reality of how texting affects your attention to the road in a safe environment. Visiting hundreds of locations in the coming year.



No Text on Board—Pledge Day 
 • AT&T continues to urge all Americans to pledge to never 

text and drive, and asked all Americans to join our 
company on September 19 to make a lifelong personal 
commitment to help prevent injuries and deaths caused 
by texting and driving 

• Visit www.itcanwait.com to take the pledge 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our efforts in 2012 centered around a national pledge day on September 19. Our No Text on Board Pledge Day served as a moment to reflect on the success of this movement so far and encourage people to continue spreading the message of this campaign. At this point we have received over 1,000,000 pledges.

http://www.itcanwait.com


Spreading the Word  

35 

FCCLA Youth Panel Members 

Democratic National 
Convention collected 700 

pledges 

Every high school 
in U.S. receiving  

“It Can Wait” 
toolkit and 
messaging 

 

 
The NAACP looks forward to 
seeing the progress of AT&T’s 
commitment and movement in 
this space, and encourages its 
members to take the pledge at 
itcanwait.com and promise to not 
text and drive.  

- NAACP  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We’re working with hundreds of organizations – such as NOYS, the NEA, FCCLA and the NAACP, but there are many many more that are very active supporting our campaign, working with their members to drive home this message. We also had the support of 285 states and cities through No Text on Board Pledge Day proclamations and had LED signs with our messages in 27 states.



Media Results 

“AT&T is reaching out to 
teenage drivers to change 

this behavior. The 
company's message is 

simple: Don't text while you 
drive.” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The message is spreading through national and local media – check out Merry Dye’s and Wil Craig’s interviews on CNN.



Tech Solution 
AT&T DriveMode App 

 • Mobile app that provides a 
customizable auto-reply message 
that friends and family receive 
after sending a message, 
notifying them that the user is 
driving and will respond when it 
is safe 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Part of the movement is also making tools people can use. Our DriveMode app has allowed us to pair our messages with solutions to prevent texting while driving. Like an out of office e-mail, the DriveMode app alerts friends and family when they text you that you are driving and will respond to them as soon as you are off the road. This app has been downloaded over 80,000 times and continues to help make our roads safer. The DriveMode app has been a great part of our efforts this year and we look forward to even more successes in 2013!



• Please remember as you hit the road 
when it comes to texting and driving, 
it can wait 

 

• Take the pledge – share with others! 

 

 

 

 

• Questions? 

 

 

Remember…. 

{sample tweet} : No text is worth the risk. 
Take the @ATT #ItCanWait pledge to never 
text & drive! http://go-att.us/pqyr 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Although we have come a long way, there is still more you can do right now to help spread the word that no text is worth dying for. I encourage you to join this movement by spreading the word through social media and committing to safer driving.

http://go-att.us/pqyr
http://go-att.us/pqyr
http://go-att.us/pqyr




“Never do 
anything about us 

without us!” 

WHY INCLUDE YOUTH? 

“We are a  
part of the 
solution!” 



TEEN DISTRACTED DRIVING 
PREVENTION PROGRAM 

Chartis Insurance 
Chrysler 

Ford 
Make Roads Safe 

Nationwide Insurance 
Toyota 

  



NOYS COMMUNITY 
ENGAGEMENT GUIDE 

Online and hard-copy  
formats available! (until supplies last) 



ADVOCATES OF THE CAUSE 

TEXTING WHILE DRIVING 
PREVENTION ADVOCATES 

Andrea Brands, AT&T Wil Craig, The Last Text Emily Reynolds, TDDPT Worrell Nicholas, NTSB 



Questions? 
 The link to the Community Engagement Guide that has 

been developed for the national Teen Distracted Driving 
initiative: http://digital.turn-page.com/issue/45249  

  
 A link to the 10 minute documentary, The Last Text, 

created by AT&T about Teen Distracted Driving: 
http://www.att.com/gen/press-room?pid=23184  

  
 And the link to the Community Viewing Guide Toolkit that 

has been developed to accompany The Last Text 
documentary: 
http://www.noys.org/mydocuments/the_last_text_noys_
community_viewing_toolkit.pdf  
 

http://digital.turn-page.com/issue/45249
http://www.att.com/gen/press-room?pid=23184
http://www.att.com/gen/press-room?pid=23184
http://www.att.com/gen/press-room?pid=23184
http://www.noys.org/mydocuments/the_last_text_noys_community_viewing_toolkit.pdf
http://www.noys.org/mydocuments/the_last_text_noys_community_viewing_toolkit.pdf
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